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Present Day English (hereafter PDE) grammar books spare a long section for many rules of the
The
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books have the section, whether it is detailed or not. It is so established a rule and is made full use
in some Present Day English dialects . Maittaire ( 1712 ) explains that ‘He is Relative; That
Even now, some grammarians postulate the exchangeability, especially of wh-relatives in sentential
relative clauses. Greenbaum openly admits that which in sentential relative clauses can be replaced by
demonstrative that, as in “Chimps can grow as big as you or me. That is something that most people do
not realise” (1996:229). In addition, it is interesting that Chalker and Weiner (1994) only gives the fol-
lowing example without explaining why the second sentence (not clause) begins with a relative, which:
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of in both daily conversation and official documents that no one may wonder when the distinction
started . According to The Oxford English Dictionary, the distinction first appears in Reed and
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(2005)
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‘He, who sold for money the Lord of heaven and of all the world , was also the worst
covetous man.’
5 Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan and Comrie (1977:66)) is described as:
Subject > Direct Object > Indirect Object > Oblique > Genitive > Object of Comparison
The subject is the easiest and the object of comparison is the most difficult to relativise.
6 Antecedents, relatives, and redundant personal pronouns are underlined with wavy, straight and
double lines respectively for a clear understanding. Corresponding words and phrases are
underlined with the same lines in the translations.
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